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• Director: Charles Baker  

• Deputy Director: Michael Saltmarsh  

• Area Coordinators:  

– Enabling Technologies: Stan Milora

– Advanced Technolgies: Mohamed Abdou

– Advanced Materials: Everett Bloom

– Advanced Design: Farrokh Najmabadi

• Program Advisory Committee  

→ being formed
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BACKGROUND  

    • The VLT has been established by the Office of Fusion Energy Sciences (OFES), as
part of the restructuring of its Technology Program, which will transition from
emphasis on ITER-specific tasks to a broad portfolio of design, analysis, and R&D
activities that serve OFES domestic programs and international collaboration
interests.

     • Beginning in FY 1999, the Technology Program will shift its emphasis to enabling
technologies that support domestic plasma experiments and provide opportunities for
access to experiments and facilities worldwide with test conditions and capabilities
not available in the U.S. The Technology Program will also carry out fusion device
design and systems studies, as well as address scientific issues and seek innovations
for materials and technologies needed in the long-term for fusion to achieve its
potential as an attractive energy source.

   • The Technology Program encompassed by the VLT includes the OFES budgetary
elements of Plasma Technologies, Fusion Technologies, Advanced Design, and
Advanced Materials.
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MISSION AND GOALS  

    • The mission of the VLT is to facilitate the simulation of a traditional single-
laboratory setting with central leadership and with interconnection of people
and facilities through strong and effective communication linkages, data and
hardware sharing, and cross-institutional teaming to fully integrate tasks
conducted at many performing institutions.

     • As a mechanism for organizing and integrating the performing institutions
that will carry out the Technology Program’s diverse, interrelated activities,
the VLT will provide the vehicle for coordinating the program elements and
for obtaining community participation in program planning.

GENERAL GUIDELINES  



    • The VLT began its official operation on October 1, 1998.

    • In keeping with its “virtual” nature, the VLT will use state-o f-the-art
communication methods and information technologies (e.g.,
teleconferencing, e-mail, conference calls, internet web sites) to facilitate
interconnections.
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF DIRECTOR AND DEPUTY DIRECTOR  

    • The Director and Deputy Director of the VLT will provide clearly designed
Technology Program leadership in the U.S. fusion community for program
advocacy, representation among fusion program leaders, communications with
internal and external customers and stakeholders, and consensus building.

    • Specific responsibilities include the following:

– lead the Technology Program community in domestic and international 
discussions and activities.

– lead the Technology Program community in its roles toward preparing strategic and
technical program plans and roadmaps.

– serve as the Technology Program representatives in fusion program leader activities
and as the spokespersons for the Technology Program in U.S. fusion community
affairs and councils of program leaders.

– provide points-of-contact for information on Technology Program 
activities and increase the visibility of these activities through the use of
internet web sites, periodic newsletters, brochures, etc.



– encourage the development of standardized, computer-based databases (e.g., a
materials database handbook).

– establish committees to advise them on programmatic policies and priorities.
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• THE VLT DIRECTOR AND DEPUTY DIRECTOR WILL ASSIST OFES IN:  

    – coordinating Technology Program activities and their collaboration 
connections to the international fusion community, aiming toward 
orchestration of international collaborations that are fully integrated with 
the domestic program.

– improving coordination with physics activities in OFES.

– improving understanding in the fusion community of then value, need for, 
and progress of Technology Program activities.

– promoting outreach and communication with related scientific and 
technical communities, industrial and government stakeholders, and the 
public to increase visibility of Technology Program relevance to other 
fields of research.

– enhancing quality and uniformity in processes for program planning and 
initiatives.



– coordinating fusion community input on program needs and priorities.

– preparing a VLT Management Plan that defines the VLT mission, 
objectives, and milestones, organization, roles, responsibilities, policies 
and interfaces.


